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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the Cauchy problem for a system of hyperbolic conserva-
tion laws with damping
{vt&ux=0ut+p(v)x=&:u, x # R=(&, ), t>0, (1.1)
which models the compressible flow through porous media. Here, v>0 is
the specific volume, u is the velocity, the pressure p is a smooth function
of v with p>0, p$<0, and : is a positive constant. The solutions of (1.1)








{v t&u x=0p(v )x=&:u , (1.2)$
which was showed by Hsiao and Liu [2] for the first time. See also [35]
etc.
Following [2] we remind the approach to this problem. We are interested
in the solutions of (1.1) which have the limits at x=\:
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Denote v by any solutions of (1.2)1 with the same end states as v(x, 0):





p(v )x , (1.5)
due to the Darcy law. Note that u (\, t)=0. Hinted by (1.1)2 we sup-
pose
u(x, t)  e&:tu\ as x  \. (1.6)
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For u, putting
u^(x, t)=e&:t _u&+(u+&u&) |
x
&




{(v&v &v^)t&(u&u &u^)x=0(u&u &u^)t+( p(v)&p(v ))x+u t+:(u&u &u^)=0. (1.13)
Setting the perturbation
z(x, t)=u(x, t)&u^(x, t)&u (x+x0 , t) (1.14)
together with (1.9), we have the reformulated problem
Vt&z=0
{zt+( p(Vx+v +v^)&p(v ))x+:z=&u t=1: p(v )xt (RP)(V, z)| t=0 :=(V0 , z0)(x)  0 as x  \
and the linearized problem around v
Vt&z=0





p(v )xt&( p(Vx+v + v^)&p(v )&p$(v )Vx)x . (1.15)
Hsiao and Liu [2] showed that if $ :=|v+&v& |+|u+&u& | and
(V0 , z0) are sufficiently small, then there exists a time-global solution (V, z)
of (RP), which satisfies
&(Vx , z)(t)&L 2( R ) & L (R )=O(t&12). (1.16)
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This result shows that the system (1.1) essentially has a parabolic structure,
which implies sharper rates than (1.16). In fact, our first aim in this paper
is to show
&kxVx( } , t)&L 2( R )=O(t&(k+1)2), &kx z( } , t)&L2(R )=O(t&(k+2)2)
(1.17)1
(k=0, 1, 2), and moreover
&Vx( } , t)&L(R )=O(t&34), &z( } , t)&L (R )=O(t&54). (1.17)2
The rates in (1.17) are expected to be optimal in the L2-setting. The solu-
tion V satisfies the quasilinear wave equation with linear damping
Vtt+( p$(v )Vx)x+:Vt=F. (1.18)
Hence, if Vtt tends to zero fast, then V seems to follow the quasilinear
heat equation. The solution y(x, t) of the heat equation with y(x, 0)=
y0(x) # L2(R) satisfies
| yx(x, t)|= } |R Ex(x&!, t) y0(!) d! }C(1+t)&34 &y0&L2(R )
| yt(x, t)|= } |R Et(x&!, t) y0(!) d! }C(1+t)&54 &y0&L2(R ) ,
where E is the heat kernel. Thus, (Vx , z) will correspond to ( yx , yt), and
(1.17) will be optimal.
From these observations, it may be expected that
&Vx(t)&L (R )=O(t&1), &z(t)&L (R )=O(t&32) (1.19)
provided that (V0 , z0) is in L1(R). Cf. [7, 9, 10, 11]. In fact, we can show
(1.19) around the constant state





(v0(x)&v 0) dx=0, (1.21)
which is the second aim of this paper. The decay estimate
&(Vx , Vt)(t)&L =O(t&1) was shown by T-T. Li [6] as an application to
the results for the equation
ytt& yxx+:yt=F (1.22)
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(See also [7]). He employed the fundamental solution for (1.22). There-
fore, our estimate (1.19) gives the sharper result by different method, the
elementary energy method.
Throughout this paper we denote several generic constants by c or C. By
Hm(R) denote the usual Sobolev space with its norm
& f &m := :
m
k=0
&kx f &, & }&=& }&L2( R ) .
Moreover, the domain R will be often abbreviated without confusions.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND THEOREM





p({)xx , p$({)<0 (2.1)
is invariant under the transformation (x, t)  (cx, c2t), c>0. Therefore,
(2.1) possesses solutions of the form
{*(x, t)=,(x- t) :=,(!), &<!<, (2.2)






,(!) }+|,(!)&v+ |!>0+|,(!)&v& |!<0C |v+&v& | e&c:!2,
(2.3)
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and
| |{*x(x, t)| 2 dx=O(1)|v+&v& | 2 t&12,
| ( |{t* | 2+|{*xx | 2) dx=O(1)|v+&v& |2 t&32,
| ( |{*xt | 2+|{*xxx | 2) dx=O(1)|v+&v& | 2 t&52, (2.5)
| |{*tt | 2 dx=O(1)|v+&v& | 2 t&72,
| |{*xtt | 2 dx=O(1)|v+&v& | 2 t&92.
To avoid the singularity at t=0, put
v (x, t) :={*(x, t+1)=,(x- t+1). (2.6)
Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose that both $ :=|v+&v& |+|u+&u& | and
&V0&3+&z0&2 are sufficiently small. Then, there exists a unique time-global
solution (V, z)(x, t) of (RP), which satisfies




















(1+{) j+1 & jx z( } , {)&
2& d{
C(&V0 &23+&z0&22+$). (2.7)
Remark. The estimate (1.17)1 follows from (2.7). By the Sobolev
inequality
& f &L- 2 & f &12 & fx&12,
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we have
&Vx( } , t)&L C(1+t)&14 (1+t)&12=C(1+t)&34
&z( } , t)&L C(1+t)&12 (1+t)&34=C(1+t)&54,
which show (1.17)2 .
Next, we consider the special case (1.20) with (1.21), then it holds that
(v , u )#(v 0 , 0) and (v^, u^)(x, t)#0. (2.8)




(v( y, t)&v 0) dy (1.9)$
and
u(x, t)=z(x, t) (1.14)$
to obtain the reformulated problem
Vt=z
(2.9){zt+p$(v 0) Vxx+:z=&fx(V, z)| t=0=\| x& (v0( y)&v 0) dy, u0(x)+ :=(V0 , z0)(x)
or
{Vtt+ p$(v 0) Vxx+:Vt=&fx(V, z)| t=0=(V0 , z0)(x), (2.9)$
where
f=p(v 0+Vx)&p(v 0)&p$(v 0) Vx . (2.10)
Note that all theories for the general case are available. Moreover, we
can show that utt tends to zero fast as t tends to infinity (Lemma 4.1). Due
to this fact, the expression




| E(x& y, t&{)(Vtt+fx)( y, {) dy d{ (2.11)
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yields the following theorem, where E(x, t)=(1- &4?p$(v 0) t)_
exp[x24p$(v 0)t].
Theorem 2. Suppose that &V0&3+&z0&2 are sufficiently small and both
V0 and z0 are in L1(R). Then, the time-global solution of (2.9) satisfies the
decay rate (1.19).
Remark. From the proof of Theorem 2, the solution V also tends to
zero uniformly in x with the rate t&12 as t tends to infinity.
3. CONVERGE TO THE SIMILARITY SOLUTION
We devote ourselves to the estimates of the solution (V, z)(x, t),
0<t<T, of (LP) under the a priori assumption








(1+t)k+2 &kxz( } , t)&
2==
(3.1)
(0<=<<1). For the local existence theorem, see Nishida [8].
The estimates will be given by series of Lemmas.
Estimate 1. From (LP)
Vtt+( p$(v ) Vx)x+:Vt=F. (3.2)










| F } (z+*V) dx d{ (3.3)
provided that $<<1. For the last term of (3.3), since












&z(t)&2+C( |v xv t | 2+|v xt | 2+|v^|+|v^t |+|v t | |Vx | 3),
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and














Combining (3.3) with (3.4) we have first lemma.
















2+(&p$(v )) V 2x) dx&| _p"(v )2 (1+t) v t z2&(1+t) Fz& dx.
(3.5)












and hence the following lemma is obtained.
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Estimate 3. Differentiating (LP)2 in x to obtain
zxt+( p$(v ) Vx)xx+:zx=Fx , (3.7)








V 2xx& dx+:2 | z2x dx
| [C(( |v x | 4+|v xx | 2) V 2x+(|v t |+|v x | 2) V 2xx)+Fxzx] dx. (3.8)


























dt | ( p$(Vx+v +v^)&p$(v )) V
2
xx dx+C(=+$)
__(1+t)&2 | V 2x dx+(1+t)&1 | V 2xx dx&+C$(1+t)&72. (3.10)





V 2x+Vxzx+ dx+&p$(v )2 | V 2xx dx
C$=(1+t)&52 | V 2x dx+C$(1+t)&52. (3.11)
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dt | ( p$(Vx+v +v^)&p$(v )) V
2
xx dx
+C(=+$)(1+t)&2 | V 2x dx+C$(1+t)&52. (3.12)












Here we have used (3.13) and Lemma 3.1. Moreover, by virtue of (3.14)






Arranging (3.13)(3.15), we have had
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Estimate 4. Similar calculations to Estimate 3 yield the following
lemma, the proof of which is omitted.









In the next two steps we want to pay an attention to z=Vt .
Estimate 5. Differentiate (LP)2 in t:
ztt+( p$(v ) Vx)xt+:zt=Ft . (3.16)













dt | ( p$(Vx+v +v^)&p$(v )) z
2
x dx+C(=+$)(1+t)
&1 | z2x dx
+C$ _(1+t)&3 | V 2x dx+(1+t)&2 | V 2xx dx+(1+t)&92& .
(3.17)





z2+zzt+ dx+| &p$(v )4 z2x dx
| z2t dx+C$ _(1+t)&2 | V 2x dx+(1+t)&72& . (3.18)



















dt | ( p$(Vx+v + v^)&p$(v )) z
2
x dx
+C$ _(1+t)&2 | (V 2x+V 2xx) dx+(1+t)&72& . (3.19)
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Combining (3.20)(3.21) we have showed





[(1+{)2 &zx({)&2+(1+{)3 &zt({)&2] d{
C(&V0 &22+&z0&21+$). (3.22)
Estimate 6. In a similar fashion to the preceding estimate we have the
following lemma, the proof of which is omitted.





[(1+{)3 &zxx({)&2+(1+{)4 &zxt({)&2] d{
C(&V0 &23+&z0 &22+$). (3.23)
Combining Lemmas 3.13.6 we have completed the desired estimates
(2.7).
4. CONVERGENCE TO THE CONSTANT STATE
We devote ourselves to the proof of Theorem 2. Since the same estimates
as those in Theorem 1 hold, we first have the estimate (2.7) even for
the solution (V, z) of (2.9), and, moreover, the estimates (3.22)(3.23) by
Lemmas 3.53.6. Further, we need the faster decay for ztt=Vttt .
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Lemma 4.1. Suppose that (V0 , z0) # H3_H2 is sufficiently small, then









zttt+p$(v 0) ztxx+:zt=&fxtt (4.2)

















dt | ( p$(v 0+Vx)&p$(v 0)) z
2
xt dx
+C | (z2xz2xx+z4xV 2xx+z2xtV 2xx+|zx | z2xt) dx. (4.3)
The values of ztt , zxt at t=0 are bounded by the initial data (V0 , z0). In
fact, since
ztt=&p$(v 0) zxx+:( p$(v 0)Vxx+:z+fx)&fxt
zxt=&p$(v 0) Vxxx&:zx&fxx
and
| fxx |C( |VxVxxx |+V 2xx), | fxt |C( |Vxzxx |+|zxVxx | ),
it holds:
&ztt(0)&C(&z0 &2+&V0&2), &zxt(0)&C &V0&3 . (4.4)





(1+t)k | (z2tt&p$(v 0)z2xt) dx+
:
2






(1+t)k | ( p$(v 0+Vx)&p$(v 0)) z2xt dx
+C(1+t)k&1 | (z2tt+z2xt) dx
+C(1+t)k | (z2xz2xx+z4xV 2xx+z2xtV 2xx+|zx | z2xt) dx. (4.5)
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From (2.9), (3.22), (3.23) and k5, the final term of (4.5) is estimated by
C[(1+t)32 &zxx(t)&2+(1+t)&2 &Vxx(t)&2+(1+t)134 &zxt(t)&2],
which is integrable in t over (0, ). Thus, taking k=0, 1, } } } , 5, induc-
tively, we obtain the desired estimate (4.1). K
Now, we estimate supR |Vx(x, t)|. Since V # W i, ([0, ); H 3&i),
i=0, } } } , 3, the expression (2.11) is valid. Hence, we have


















| + Ex(x& y, t&{) fx dy d{
#I+(II1+II2)+(III1+III2). (4.6)
By V0 # L1, it is easy to see
|I |Ct&1. (4.7)
The integration by parts in x yields
|II2 |C } |
t
t2








(t&{)&14 (1+{)&2 d{Ct&54 (4.8)
and
|III2 |C } |
t
t2








&E( } , t&{)&(&Vx&12 &Vxx &12 &Vxxx&




(t&{)&14 (1+{)&94 d{Ct&32. (4.9)
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For II1 , we integrate by parts in x and t to obtain






| Et(x& y, t&{) zx( y, {) dy d{|
C {} | E \x& y, t2+ zx \ y,
t




&Et( } , t&{)&&zx({)& d{=
C {"E \ } , t2+""zx \
t






By the integrations by parts, we easily show
|III1 |C } |
t2
0




(t&{)&32 &Vx({)&2 d{Ct&32. (4.11)




Next, we estimate supR |z(x, t)| in a similar fashion to the above. From
(2.11) we have

















| Et(x& y, t&{) fx( y, {) dy d{
&
1
: _ fx(x, t)+|
t
t2
| Et(x& y, t&{) fx( y, {) dy d{&
#IV+V1+V2+VI1+VI2 . (4.13)
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It is easy to show
|IV |Ct&32 &V0&L1 . (4.14)
By the integration by parts in {,
V2=&
1









| E(x& y, t&{) ztt( y, {) dy d{,
and hence





&E( } , t&{)&&ztt({)& d{+
C(t&(14)&(32)+t&(52)+(34))=Ct&74. (4.15)
We again use the integration by parts in { for V1 to obtain
|V1 |=
1






| Ett(x& y, t&{) z( y, {) dy d{|
C {"Et \ } , t2+""z \
t




&Ett( } , t&{)&&z({)& d{=
C(t&(54)&1+t&32+t&94 } log(1+t))Ct&32. (4.16)
Similar to V1 , V2 , we have
|VI1 |Ct&2, |VI2 |Ct&2. (4.17)






Both (4.12) and (4.18) complete the proof of Theorem 2. K
Remark. As easily seen, the solution V of (2.9) itself tends to zero in the
maximum norm with the rate t&12.
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